Abstract Using molecular dynamics simulations, the present study investigates the precise characteristics of evaporating and reflecting monatomic molecules (argon) composing a kinetic boundary condition (KBC) in a vapor-liquid equilibria. We counted the evaporating and reflecting molecules utilizing two boundaries (vapor and liquid boundaries) proposed by the previous studies (Meland et al., in Phys Fluids 16:223-243, 2004, and Gu et al., in Fluid Phase Equilibria 297:77-89, 2010). In the present study, we improved the method using the two boundaries incorporating the concept of the spontaneously evaporating molecular mass flux. The present method allows us to count the evaporating and reflecting molecules easily, to investigate the detail motion of the evaporating and reflecting molecules, and also to evaluate the velocity distribution function of the KBC at the vapor-liquid interface, appropriately. From the results, we confirm that the evaporating and reflecting molecules in the normal direction to the interface have slightly faster and significantly slower average velocities than that of the Maxwell distribution at the liquid temperature, respectively. Also, the stall time of the reflecting molecules at the interphase that is the region in the vicinity of the vapor-liquid interface is much shorter than those of the evaporating molecules. Furthermore, we discuss our method for constructing the KBC that incorporates condensation and evaporation coefficients. Based on these results, we suggest that the proposed method
Introduction
With progression of advanced technologies using net evaporation/condensation [1, 2] , heat and mass transfer between liquid and vapor phases has become very important in recent years from the viewpoints of molecular and micro-scale mass transfer. Net evaporation and condensation originate from molecules outgoing from and colliding onto a vaporliquid interface. Molecular gas dynamics (MGD) based on the molecular velocity distribution function, which is governed by the Boltzmann equation, is capable of describing vapor flows in the vicinity of the interface. In the analysis of MGD, the kinetic boundary condition (KBC) at the vaporliquid interface for the Boltzmann equation plays an essential role in the region near the interface [3] [4] [5] [6] . The key physical processes for molecules at the interface are evaporation and reflection, because KBC is composed of molecules outgoing from the interface entering the vapor phase. KBC in a vapor-liquid equilibrium state or a weak nonequilibrium state (under a weak net condensation or evaporation) is written as follows [7, 8] :
for ξ z > 0, where ρ out in Eq. (1) is the vapor density composed of outgoing molecules from the interface entering the vapor phase, f * out is the normalized Maxwell distribution at liquid temperature T ℓ , R is the gas constant, and ξ x , ξ y , and ξ z are the molecular velocities along the x−, y−, and z−physical axes, where z is the direction normal to the interface and x and y are tangential to the interface. The positive ξ z is the molecular velocity from the interface to the vapor phase.
In weak nonequilibrium states, ρ out is written as ρ out = α e ρ * + (1 − α c )σ [7, 8] , where ρ * (T ℓ ) is the saturated vapor density, α e and α c are the evaporation and condensation coefficients, respectively, and σ is the parameter having the unit of density. The definitions of α e , α c , and σ are discussed in Sec.3.4. In contrast, in vapor-liquid equilibrium states, ρ out becomes the saturated vapor density.
Equation (1) is determined from the evaporation and reflection of molecules at the interface. Hence, using the velocity distribution functions of the evaporating and reflecting molecules, f evap and f ref , Eq. (1) can be rewritten as (2) where ρ evap and ρ ref are the densities of the vapor composed of evaporation and reflection molecules, respectively, and f evap andf ref are the normalized velocity distribution functions of the evaporating and reflecting molecules, respectively.
Several studies have been performed to determine the rate of evaporation and reflection of molecules based on molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (see, for example, Refs. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] ). As one of the methods to avoid the ambiguities introduced in the process of assigning evaporating or reflecting molecules based on MD simulations, a concept of spontaneous evaporation was assumed [12] , and the molecular mass flux due to spontaneous evaporation was confirmed with MD simulation based on virtual-vacuum evaporation [10, 12] . According to this assumption, the mass flux of spontaneously evaporating molecules depends only on the liquid temperature.
Here, the presence of spontaneously evaporating molecules in various equilibrium or nonequilibrium states is just an assumption; whether spontaneous evaporation of molecules in vapor-liquid equilibrium and nonequilibrium states actually occurs is not yet to be observed. Also, for binary mixtures, it is difficult to demonstrate spontaneous evaporation because it is not easy to maintain a constant mass concentration in a solution with virtual-vacuum evaporation, and the value of the evaporation coefficient is ambiguous (see, for example, Ref. [21] ). Furthermore, for KBC, the velocity distribution function or the related molecular mass fluxes must be evaluated in the bulk vapor phase in the vicinity of the bulk liquid phase (defined below). However, in previous MD simulations, there were ambiguities for the positions of evaluating the velocity distribution function or related molecular mass fluxes. Thus, an alternative method should be urgently developed to obtain the evaporating molecular mass flux without using virtual-vacuum simulations and to understand the detailed behavior of evaporating and reflecting molecules related KBC in various equilibrium or nonequilibrium states.
Hence, in this study, we carefully investigate the characteristics of evaporation and reflection of molecules related to KBC using a method for counting the evaporating and reflecting molecules in the vapor-liquid equilibria. This method uses the vapor and liquid boundaries as shown in Fig. 1 . The concept of using two boundaries was proposed by Meland et al. [13] and Gu et al. [14] . We improved the method incorporating the concept of the spontaneously evaporating molecular mass flux. Furthermore, the construction method of KBC, which includes the evaporation and condensation coefficients, as shown in Eq. (1), is discussed using the results of the present MD simulation.
Methods

Equilibrium simulation
In this section, we describe a method for vapor-liquid equilibrium MD simulations for argon molecules. A system composed of 4000 molecules was considered in a simulation box with dimensions L x × L y × L z at a temperature T = 85 K (the low temperature case for argon molecules in a vaporliquid equilibrium state), where L x = 5 nm, L y = 5 nm, and L z = 33 nm (see Fig. 1(a) ). Around the center of the z direction (L z = 16.5 nm), a plane liquid film is formed. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed on the simulation system ends in all three directions.
For the intermolecular potential of argon molecules at 85 K, we used a 12-6 type Lennard-Jones potential:
where the particle diameter a is 3.405Å, the potential depth ε/k is 119.8 K, and k is the Boltzmann constant. Newton's equations of motion for the molecules in the system were solved by the leap-frog method. The cutoff radius was set to 15Åin accordance with the previous studies [6, 12] , although it may be too short not to consider specific longrange interactions taking the extreme inhomogeneity of the two-phase system into account [22] . The initial condition was obtained from the temperaturecontrol simulation [23] of the system. After the system reached the vapor-liquid equilibrium state, we performed the equilibrium simulation without temperature control. The time increment was 5 fs, and the sampling period was 1 ps (200 time steps). To obtain the precise values of the macroscopic variables and the velocity distribution function, the simulation continued until 200 ns. The densities of vapor and liquid obtained from the present simulation are 5.0 kg/m 3 and 1390 kg/m 3 , which agree with the experimental ones [24] . As shown in Fig. 1 
Counting of molecules in the interphase
As shown in Fig. 1 (b) , the bulk vapor and liquid phases contain the vapor and liquid boundaries, respectively. The region between the two boundaries is called the interphase. The concept of using two boundaries was discussed by Meland et al. [13] and Gu et al. [14] . This method allows the counting of evaporating and reflecting molecules at the vapor boundary. The definitions of both boundaries are important for counting molecular mass fluxes in MD simulations ( Fig. 1 (b) ). The evaporating molecular mass flux, ⟨ J evap ⟩ , was computed from the number of molecules crossing from the liquid boundary to the vapor boundary, where ⟨ ⟩ denotes the time average. Conversely, the condensation molecular mass flux, ⟨J cond ⟩, was computed from the number of molecules crossing from the vapor boundary to the liquid boundary. The reflecting molecular mass flux, ⟨J ref ⟩, was computed from the number of molecules crossing the vapor boundary twice without crossing the liquid boundary as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . These molecular mass fluxes were computed as
where n s is the sampling number, ∆ N is the number of each molecule crossing the boundary during the time ∆t, m is the mass of a molecule, and S is the cross-section area of the boundary. The outgoing molecular mass flux, ⟨J out ⟩, and colliding molecular mass flux, ⟨J coll ⟩, are computed as
We use the term colliding in accordance with the previous studies [7, 12, 13] . In this study, the colliding molecules mean the molecules having the velocities from the vapor phase to the liquid phase at the vapor boundary.
To utilize the above counting method, the positions of the vapor and liquid boundaries are important. Meland et al. [13] used the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) equation of state to determine the vapor boundary, as well as the geometrical method to determine the liquid boundary. Gu et al. [14] evaluated the boundaries using a spherical volume of interacting molecules from their MD simulation. In the present study, we determined the positions of the boundaries as follows.
First, we determined the position of the vapor boundary on the basis of our recent results [6, 7] . This position was considered as the position of the KBC for the Boltzmann equation. Here, we introduced the new coordinate [12] :
where δ is the 10-90 thickness of the density transition layer (in this simulation, δ became 6.33Å). The center position, Z m , of the density transition layers is shown in Fig. 1 (b) . Based on the previous studies [6, 7] , the vapor boundary position was defined in the range of 2.0 < z * < 4.0. Thus, we used z * = 3.0 in this simulation. Next, the position of the liquid boundary was determined using the value of the spontaneously evaporating molecular mass flux with the virtual-vacuum evaporation simulation [25] . The details are discussed in Sec. 3.1. In the limit of vacuum evaporation, ⟨ J evap ⟩ obtained from the present method takes the same value as the spontaneously evaporating molecular mass flux.
Results
Evaporating molecular mass flux at the vapor boundary
First, we confirmed that the obtained molecular mass fluxes reached the steady equilibrium state, thereby eliminating the influence of the initial condition of the molecules after the temperature-control simulation. Figure 2 shows (a) the time evolution of the number of molecules initially in the interphase, and (b) the time evolution of the evaporating molecular mass flux. As an example, we show the result for the positions of the vapor and liquid boundaries set at z * = 3.0 and z * = −3.0, respectively. The evaporating molecular mass flux was the time averaged value over 1 ns. Based on the result shown in Fig. 2(a) , we confirmed that the number of molecules in the interphase at the initial condition became zero at 4.65 ns (see enlarged view of Fig. 2(a) ). At this time, all molecules initially in the interphase moved out into the liquid or vapor phase. Furthermore, after 4.65 ns, the evaporating molecular mass flux became approximately constant within statistical error [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Thus, after 4.65 ns, the time-averaged values of the molecular mass fluxes were taken. For the other cases where the liquid boundary was set to a different position, the same procedure was adopted. Figure 3 shows the evaporating molecular mass flux as a function of the position of the liquid boundary. The dashed line is the spontaneously evaporating molecular mass flux under the virtual-vacuum simulation [25] . The position of the vapor boundary was set to z * = 3.0 in all cases. For the evaporating molecules in the equilibrium state, as the position of the liquid boundary moved toward the bulk vapor phase, the value gradually increased to that of ⟨J out ⟩ (=26.41 g/cm 2 s) at T ℓ = 85 K (when the liquid boundary reached the position of the vapor boundary, ⟨ J evap ⟩ became ⟨J out ⟩ by the definition of this method). Here, once the position of the liquid boundary is specified, the value of ⟨ J evap ⟩ is determined as shown in Fig. 3 . The value of ⟨J ref ⟩ also changes with the position of liquid boundary. However, it should be emphasized that ⟨J out ⟩ still keeps the constant value regardless of the position of the liquid boundary (⟨J out ⟩ is obtained only from the vapor boundary).
Furthermore, from Fig. 3 , when the position of the liquid boundary was z * ≃ −1.0, the spontaneously evaporating and evaporating molecular mass fluxes were equal to each other. Hence, in this study, we determined the position of the liquid boundary at z * = −0.9 in accordance with the value of spontaneously evaporating molecular mass flux. Hereafter, we investigated the molecular behavior at the vapor boundary z * = 3.0 with the liquid boundary set at z * = −0.9.
Evaporating and condensing molecules at the vapor boundary
In the vapor-liquid equilibrium state, the evaporating and condensing molecular mass fluxes are evenly balanced. Thus, we investigated the characteristics of these molecules at the vapor boundary [ Fig. 4(a) ].
Figure 4(b) shows the normalized velocity distribution functions in the z direction for evaporating and condensing molecules. In the present method, the velocity distribution function was measured by the surface perpendicular to the z axis; evaporating molecules only had positive velocities in the z direction, and the result was shown as a function of ξ zf z evap , wheref z evap is the normalized velocity distribution function of evaporating molecules in the z direction. On the other hand, the condensing molecules had negative velocities, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Thus, to facilitate comparison, we denoted the absolute value of the velocity of the condensing molecules as |ξ z | so that the measured velocity distribution function became |ξ z |f z cond (|ξ z |), wheref z cond is the normalized velocity distribution function of condensing molecules in the z direction. The abscissa of Fig. 4(b) is the molecular velocity normalized as ζ z = ξ z / √ 2RT ℓ . The total sampling number of evaporating molecules, N evap , is 35046. This sampling number is approximately the same as that of the condensing molecules, N cond = 35002.
From Fig. 4(b) , we can see that the normalized velocity distribution functions of the evaporating and condensing molecules coincide with each other. Moreover, the velocity distribution functions of the evaporating and condensing molecules were almost the same as the Maxwell distribution at a liquid temperature of 85 K. However, the temperatures of the velocity distribution functions were slightly higher than that of the Maxwell distribution: a temperature of approximately 89.5 K was obtained from the nonlinear least square method, which leads to the increase of average velocity of evaporating or condensing molecules. According to the recent studies [16] [17] [18] , when molecules evaporate or condense at the interface, the translational energy of the molecules becomes higher than that of molecules in the bulk phase. Also, the increasing of the temperature obtained from the velocity distribution function of evaporating molecules was reported [11, 18] , which agrees with the present results.
To elucidate the characteristic behaviors of molecules, we investigated the stall time, which is the time for which evaporating and condensing molecules remained in the interphase between the liquid and vapor boundaries (Fig. 4(c) ). The abscissa is the stall time and the ordinate is the numbers of evaporating and reflecting molecules normalized by N evap and N cond , respectively. As shown in Fig. 4(c) , the evaporating and condensing molecules have the maximum number at 0.04 ns and the tendency of these molecules coincide with each other. Consequently, we can confirm that the system attained a vapor-liquid equilibrium state using the present method. Figure 5 shows the normalized velocity distribution function of the evaporating molecules in the x and y directions at the vapor boundary, wheref x evap andf y evap are the velocity distribution functions of the evaporating molecules in the x and y directions, respectively. From this figure, we see that these velocity distribution agreed with the normalized Maxwell distribution at the liquid temperature of 85 K. This result takes the same tendency of the spontaneously evaporating molecules obtained in the previous studies [12, 26] . Hence, hereafter, we will discuss the velocity distribution function in the z direction normal to the boundary.
Reflecting molecules at the vapor boundary
We considered two normalized velocity distribution functions of reflecting molecules in the z direction [ Fig. 6(a) Figure 6(b) shows the normalized velocity distribution function of reflecting molecules. From this figure, we can see that these velocity distributions have a lower velocity than the normalized Maxwell distribution at the liquid temperature (i.e., the decrease of average velocity of reflecting molecules). Forf z+ ref , the results for velocity distribution functions obtained by other measurement methods showed a similar tendency, as shown in Refs. [11, 18] . Furthermore, before and after the reflection of the molecules, we found that the velocity distribution functions in the z direction almost coincide with each other.
To investigate molecular reflection in more detail, the stall time of reflecting molecules was measured. Figure 7(a) shows the stall times of reflecting and evaporating molecules. From this figure, we see that the number of reflecting molecules with shorter stall times exceeded the number of evaporating molecules with such stall times. The reflecting molecules with longer stall times may have been reflected by multiparticle collisions, as discussed in Ref. [11] . From the perspective of MGD, the interaction time of the reflecting molecules (in this simulation, we define the interaction time as stall time of reflecting molecules) is negligibly small and molecular reflection is an instantaneous phenomenon [3, 4] . The characteristic time is the mean free time of vapor molecules in MGD. In this simulation, the mean free time of the vapor was about 0.137 ns, and the interaction time of almost all the reflecting molecules was smaller than the mean free time; f out composed of the reflecting molecules obtained from the present method was appropriate as the KBC of the Boltzmann equation.
We also investigated the reflection positions of molecules inside the interphase (Fig. 7(b) ). The reflection position was defined as the maximum arrival position in the z−direction of reflection molecules in the interphase. The ordinate was normalized by the total number of reflecting molecules, N ref = 4702, for each position. From this figure, we see that many reflecting molecules were reflected in the vicinity of the vapor boundary and more than 75% of the reflecting molecules were reflected in the range of 0.0 < z * < 3.0. Recently, it was reported that the velocity distribution of f out becomes anisotropic distribution during strong net condensation due to the incomplete accommodation between the liquid and reflecting molecules [6, 7, 27] . The reflection position andf z− ref relate to the accommodation process. Thus, the mechanismdensation, as shown in Eq. (1). Furthermore, the evaporation and condensation coefficients during net evaporation were obtained as α e = α c = β ne , (11) and the evaporation and condensation coefficients during net condensation were obtained as
where β ne and β nc are constant parameters and the values for hard sphere molecules at liquid temperature T ℓ /T c = 0.6 were 0.871 and 0.928, respectively, where T c is the critical temperature. From these results, we could see that the value of the condensation coefficient of hard-sphere monatomic molecules during net condensation increases with σ . On the contrary, for the polyatomic molecules (water and methanol), the value of the condensation coefficient decreases with σ during net condensation in another one of our previous experimental studies [29] . Using the present procedure, the dependence of σ on the condensation coefficient during net condensation can be clarified for various molecules from the view point of the molecular scale, and we can confirm whether spontaneously evaporating molecular mass flux depends only on liquid temperature in various nonequilibrium state. Furthermore, we can determine the KBC for binary mixture problems without using virtual-vacuum simulation [21] .
Comparison between the present and previous MD simulations
We summarize the differences between the present and previous MD simulations.
As already mentioned above, the most important difference between the present and previous MD simulations is the evaluation position of the velocity distribution function of KBC at the vapor-liquid interface. For KBC, the velocity distribution function must be evaluated in the bulk vapor phase in the vicinity of the bulk liquid phase [6, 7] . However, in previous MD simulations [11] [12] [13] [14] 18] , there were ambiguities in the positions of evaluating the velocity distribution function or related molecular mass fluxes. On the other hand, the position of KBC (vapor boundary position) was defined at z * = 3.0 in the present study, based on our previous studies [6, 7] . According to the definition of the position of KBC, we can investigate the velocity distribution function of evaporating and reflecting molecules and related molecular mass fluxes accurately.
We have discussed steady phase change in equilibrium state for only simple molecules (monatomic molecules) in the present study. Xie et al. [16, 18] , Cao et al. [17] and Louden et al. [19] investigated the phase change of polyatomic molecules (n-dodecane or water molecules). Gu et al. [15] studied unsteady nonequilibrium phase change using the multiscale molecular simulation. The present method can be adopted to the case of polyatomic molecules, unsteady nonequilibrium phase change, and higher liquid temperature. These studies are left as future works.
Conclusions
In the present study, we used MD simulation to investigate the evaporation and reflection of argon molecules in the vaporliquid equilibrium state at 85 K. We counted the evaporating and reflecting molecules by improving the method of vapor and liquid boundaries proposed by the previous studies [13, 14] incorporating the concept of the spontaneously evaporating molecular mass flux. Furthermore, the present method enabled us to evaluate the velocity distribution function of KBC at the vapor-liquid interface, and allowed to count the evaporating and reflecting molecules in the interphase region between the liquid and vapor boundaries, investigating the motion of molecules in detail. From the present results, we confirmed that the average velocity of the evaporating molecules in the normal direction to the interface was slightly higher than that of the normalized Maxwell distribution at the liquid temperature. These results agree with the previous MD simulations [11, 18] . We also found that the average velocities of the molecules before and after reflection were lower than that of the Maxwell distribution at the liquid temperature, and that the stall time of the reflecting molecules in the interphase was shorter than that of the evaporating molecules. Utilizing this method, we can construct KBC and analyze the detailed characteristics of evaporating and reflecting molecules in various vapor-liquid nonequilibrium states or multi-component systems.
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